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Eight years after his critically-acclaimed NIGHTHAWKS, Ohm Phanphiroj returns with THE SPACE

BETWEEN US, a limited edition (1000 copies) photo-memoir from new publishing label Portfolio

1000. A photo-journalistic journey of his life and the men he's encountered - some intimate, some

casual, some shameful - SPACE explores that strange side effect of human interaction: The more

we try to get close to someone, the more distance we feel between us.
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Eight years after his critically-acclaimed NIGHTHAWKS, Ohm Phanphiroj returns with THE SPACE

BETWEEN US, a limited edition (1000 copies) photo-memoir from new publishing label Portfolio

1000. A photo-journalistic journey of his life and the men he's encountered - some intimate, some

casual, some shameful - SPACE explores that strange side effect of human interaction: The more

we try to get close to someone, the more distance we feel between us

excellent

disappointing bookI was hoping for some story but all the words you are going to get is the title and

the sentence behind the bookthe book is surprisingly thin with card board covers....artsy...not

reallyand a bunch random photos that are supposed to be artsy and moody but it just looks really

shady and cheap



Wow, this book leaves you jealous that you were not there when these magnificent and erotic

photos were taken! This is a very honest, candid, and beautiful book of beautiful boys mostly in

states of total full frontal nudity or nearly naked. These are not posed photos - these are really

emotionally powerful pictures of young guys at their most private and vulnerable moments. These

photographs are so real, it seems that you can almost smell them!! The amazing thing is that the

reader/viewer can almost understand each young man's unique personality just by looking at one

very revealing picture.The photos of these young men are highly erotic, but sometimes heart

breaking.Buy this book, but keep it away from your other books because it is so HOT it may catch

your other books on fire!

This book is the first of a Portfolio line from Bruno Gmunder with a number of stunningly beautiful

images, A peek into an intimate affair between a photographer and his models. It's quiet in most, but

we certainly can feel tensions and the anticipation behind each image. Ohm Phanphiroj is quite

brilliant in how he communicates his intention visually. Not to mention the stylistic nature of his

skillful use of lighting and how he evokes feeling so subtly, quietly, and effectively.
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